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Arsenic
Arsenic is a naturally occurring element most abundant in the Earth’s crust, and present in
more than 200 minerals. Naturally it enters the atmosphere through volcanic activity, and as
vapor generated from arsenic salts at low temperatures. These natural sources account for
approximately one third of the arsenic present in the environment (Green Facts 2006). Adding to
this are the man-made sources of arsenic. Elemental arsenic is produced through the reduction of
arsenic trioxide ( As2O3 - the source of arsenic contamination for this study) with charcoal. Of
this produced arsenic, 70 percent is used in the treatment of lumber with chromated copper
arsenate
€ (CCA- a process which has since been abandoned), 22 percent for agricultural chemicals,
and the remaining 8 percent in glass, pharmaceuticals, and alloys (Green Facts 2006).
Industrially, arsenic is released into the environment through the smelting of nonferrous metals.
As can be the case in the world, technologies are often implemented before complete
testing can be done. Each of the aforementioned uses for arsenic has the negative consequence of
environmental contamination. Treated lumber leeches arsenic into the soil for decades, pesticides
have contaminated large areas of farmland, and ammunition is used and rarely cleaned up.
Humans are then exposed to this arsenic through contact with contaminated soil, affected
drinking water, and by eating crops grown on contaminated sites. With what is known now
about the many affects of arsenic, people are becoming increasingly concerned with the difficult
to detect element. Consumption of as little as 100 mg results in death, with symptoms appearing
as quickly as 30 minutes after exposure of confusion, diarrhea, vomiting, and seizures. Prolonged
exposure has an accumulated affect, and has been linked to cancer, diabetes, liver disease, and
problems with the digestive system (BBC News 1999). Although arsenic poisoning can be
treated, this is only if caught in time which is usually not the case with prolonged environmental
exposure. This scary realization has led to an $8- $9 billion per year U. S. market for the
remediation of hazardous sites (Raskin & Ensley 2000).
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Currently, there are numerous methods available for the cleanup of contaminated soil.
Below is a list of treatments available deemed effective for remediation of metals and
radionuclides, and the approximate cost associated with each (Raskin & Ensley 2000).
Method
Chemical treatment
Soil washing
Soil flushing (in situ)
Vitrification (reagent)
Vitrification (thermal)
Thermal desorption
Thermal treatment
Electrokinetics
Incineration
Landfilling
Phytoremediation

Cost (dollars per ton)
$100- $500
$75- $200
$40- $190
$75- $90
$250- $425
$150- $500
$170- $300
$20- $200
$200- $1500
$100- $500
$25- $100

One of the most common methods employed is landfilling, where the contaminated soil is
excavated and replaced with clean soil. Although this method provides an immediate solution to
the affected site, what to do with the contaminated soil becomes another problem. The excavated
soil must be stored or treated, further increasing costs. One scenario would be to employ a
thermal technique- incineration at this point. The contaminated soil is heated to high
temperatures, releasing the contaminant as a gas which can then be trapped by filters. The
bottom line though is that with cleanup costs rising, on- site remediation is becoming increasingly
popular.
The method that this study will focus on is phytoremediation, specifically of arsenic.
Phytoremediation is defined as the “uptake of contaminants through plant roots and the
translocation of the contaminants within the plants” (Jørgensen et al., 2002). The contaminant is
removed from the soil by the plant, and harvested without creating a disturbance to the
environment. In addition to being environmentally friendly phytoremediation is applicable for a
wide variety of contaminants, allows for recovery of the element, and aesthetically pleasing.
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This method like many is not without its drawbacks. Time is involved in growing the plants, too
high of concentrations are toxic, 100 percent reduction of contaminants is not possible, and
applications are limited to the top layer of soil.
For best results in Phytoremediation, a plant is selected based upon the contaminant and
soil conditions. Ideal candidates grow fast, have a large biomass, are resistant, and are able to
uptake the contaminant. Certain plants have been identified as hyperaccumulators, which are
able to accumulate at least 1 mg/g (0.01%) arsenic by dry weight (Raskin & Ensley, 2000).
Known examples include three varieties of bent grass ranging from 100 to 1000 mg/g, and a
Chinese brake fern that is able to reach levels of 27,000 mg/g (Famulari, 2006). In addition to
hyperaccumulators which become the focus of phytoremediation research, numerous other
studies have tested other varieties.

Experimental Design
For the purpose of this experiment, six plants were tested- sunflower, corn, green bean,
radish, carrot, and lettuce. These plants were chosen because they are common garden variety
vegetables readily available, and fast growing. The green bean was said to be sensitive to heavy
metals, and a good indicator as to their presence. Radishes on the other hand are a more hearty
plant.
Plants were potted in one liter pots using ACE garden soil - normal soil with slightly
elevated nutrients. Three pots were seeded for each plant keeping the number of seeds constant.
Plants with larger biomass- corn, sunflower, green bean had three seeds per pot, and smaller
plants had up to eight per pot. Due to the high summer heat, plants were started inside in an
effort to maximize germination. After a week, they were transferred outside to full sunlight and
watered keeping the soil moist. At 2-3 weeks, the plants were thinned out to a constant number.
Large plants were thinned to two per pot, and the smaller ones thinned to a constant number
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with the pot that had the fewest shoots.
After six weeks the plants were well established, and ready for their first contamination
of arsenic (picture above). It is worth mentioning that the plants were not started on
contaminated soil, as would be the case in a real-world application. This decision was made to
ensure that the plants were not killed off a young age when they are the most susceptible.
Initially the plants were to be tested at three contamination levels- 20, 100, and 200 ppm.
Although there is not a national cleanup standard for arsenic in soil, these levels were chosen
because 20 ppm was in the middle of residential standards, and 200 ppm was listed as an
industrial standard. 100 ppm was simply a middle concentration (Cleanup Levels, 2003).
Contamination's were administered in 100 ml waterings containing one-third of the final
desired concentration. These waterings were to be weekly for three weeks. The amount of
arsenic to use was determined by first finding the amount of soil the pots held. Three 80 ml
beakers were weighed, and filled with the ACE garden soil packed similar to the potting of the
plants. They were then placed in the oven at 110° C for 24 hours to remove the moisture. Once
dry, the average weight of 80 ml of soil was found to be 51 grams. Next was the determination of
pot volume. The holes at the bottom of the pot were taped off, and the pot filled with water.
The final volume held by the pot was measured using a graduated cylinder. Measuring the
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volume determined that they were approximately one liter. From this, the average soil per pot
was determined to be 638 grams. Knowing this, appropriate amounts of arsenic could be
determined to reach the desired concentration levels for the first watering (6.7, 33.3, and 66.7
ppm). The average soil weight was multiplied by the concentration (ppm x 10-6) to give grams
arsenic. Being that the source of the arsenic was arsenic trioxide ( As2O3 ), a conversion was
necessary to account for the oxygen weight in the compound. The grams arsenic needed was
multiplied by the molecular weight of As2O3 , and then divided
€
by the molecular weight of arsenic
to give the amount As2O3 needed per pot. Solutions were prepared in 600 ml volumes following
the procedure detailed in the€Preparation of Standards section, diluting the solutions with
deionized€water instead of 1 % sulfuric acid. This change was made in an attempt to minimize
additional compounds exposed to the plants, and to keep the solution at a neutral pH.
Within a few days of the waterings, some changes became evident as can be seen in the
figure below. Plants that had been given 6.7 ppm arsenic were unaffected (left). 33.3 ppm
produced a noticeable amount of wilting and browned plant tissue (middle), and 66.7 ppm
proved to be toxic (right). As a result of this, several changes were made to the contamination
schedule. To start off with subsequent waterings were postponed for two weeks to allow the
plants to recover. The plants at the highest concentration were never able rebound, so the plant

6 ppm

33 ppm

67 ppm
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tissue was harvested for analysis. Secondly, the concentrations were altered. 20 ppm was
changed to 17 ppm (time didn’t permit another watering to reach 20 ppm), and 33.3 ppm was
raised to 40 ppm. Contamination's resumed three weeks after the initial shock, which proved
adequate for the plants to stabilize. After a total of 12 – 13 weeks, the plants were harvested for
analysis.

Analysis of Plant Tissue
Plant samples were harvested and washed with deionized water to remove the soil,
followed by a washing of 0.01 M ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid (EDTA) to complex the arsenic
ions present on the surface. Cleaned plants were then separated into the root, stalk, and leaf
sections to allow for tracking of the arsenic throughout the plant. In some instances where there
was minimal plant tissue (mainly among the higher concentrations), the plant was tested as a
whole. The Separated plant sections were then placed in 100 ml beakers and set in the oven at
90° C for 24 hours to dry. Once dry, the plant tissues were ground up using a mortar and pestle
into a uniform powder. For analysis the target amount of plant to use was one gram, which in
some instances was not present. In this case what was available was used, and final
concentrations were adjusted accordingly for the amount used.
To the beakers of dried, ground-up plants were added 5 ml of nitric acid ( HNO3 ), and 2
ml of perchloric acid ( HClO4 ). If this amount proved to be inadequate to cover the sample, more
was used keeping the ratios of the two acids the same. The beakers were
€ then covered with a
watch glass €
and placed on a hot plate, digesting to a final volume of approximately half that
which was started with. Samples were then filtered through fine porosity filter paper into 50 ml
volumetric flasks, and diluted to volume. At this point, samples were ready for analysis.
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Atomic Absorption Spectroscopy
Atomic absorption spectroscopy (AAS) was used to determine the levels of arsenic
present in the plants. This analytical technique measures the concentrations of elements based
on the Beer-Lambert Law, which states that absorbance and concentration are directly correlated
(Skoog et al, 1998). Emitting the radiation is the source being a hollow cathode lamp with a
tungsten anode, and cathode constructed of the element being analyzed. Applying a voltage
difference across the cathode and anode results in ionization of gas atoms present in the bulb -most commonly an inert gas such as argon or neon. These ions hit the cathode and release metal
atoms in a process called sputtering. When these metal atoms return to their ground state, they
release a wavelength characteristic to the element (Skoog et al, 1998). This beam from the bulb is
passed through the atom cell into a monochromator, which can be set to measure intensities of
specific wavelengths. In the atom cell, a portion of the dilute sample is injected into the flame
where it becomes excited from the heat. If the solution contains the metal being tested for,
absorption will occur altering the intensity of the beam. These fluctuations can be quantified
through testing standard solutions of known concentration. Ideally when analyzing a sample, a
calibration curve of concentration versus absorbance is first constructed from a set of known
standards in the testing range. From this line, sample concentration can be determined knowing
absorbance.
In this case, things did not work so smoothly. The wavelength that arsenic absorbs the
strongest is 193.7 nm, which happens to be in the same region as water. Being that the samples
tested were in an aqueous solution, this resulted in a high degree of interference. Although
calibration curves with correlation coefficients of near 1 (0.9991) were attainable, background
levels were inconsistent enough that there was little reproducibility and reliability to these
measurements. It is for this reason that the data collection method had to be altered.
The method used in sample determination which proved to work the best involved testing
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the sample with a known standard, and then adjusting it for averaged blank measurements. A
trial consisted of a blank run followed by the 25 ppm arsenic standard, the sample, and then
another blank. Because the blanks showed a positive absorbance, this was attributed to the
interference from the water. The blanks were averaged, and subtracted from the absorbencies of
the standard and sample in hopes of eliminating water from the picture. With this method, a
calibration curve using all the standards was not necessary. Instead, using the data a line was
constructed using the origin and the data from the 25 ppm standard. The unknown concentration
could then be found setting up a relationship comparing the known to the unknown.
The analysis was performed on a Shimadzu AA-6200 Flame Atomic Absorption
Spectrophotometer. Instrument conditions used were the default settings on the software
package:
• Lamp current- 10 mA
• Response time- 1
• Slit width- 0.7
• Repeat conditions- 3 to 5
• Pre-spray- 3 seconds
• Integration time- 3 seconds
• Fuel (acetylene) - 2 L/ min.
• Oxidant (oxygen) - 8 L/ min.

Standard Preparation
A standard 1000 ppm solution was prepared following the procedure for preparation of
standards (Slavin p. 122). 1.3204 grams of arsenic trioxide was dissolved in 25 ml of 20 percent
potassium hydroxide solution in a 1 L volumetric flask. This solution was titrated to a
phenolphthalein endpoint with 20 percent sulfuric acid, and diluted to a final volume of 1 L with
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1 sulfuric acid. This standard solution was then accordingly diluted to make standard solutions
of 1, 5, 10, 15, 20, and 25 ppm. As mentioned above, the 25 ppm solution was the standard the
unknown was compared with. The others were tested initially to determine the accuracy of the
method.

Results
All concentrations reported are in microgram per gram (ppm) of dried plant tissue.

Green Bean

Green beans had the potential to be one of the larger plants in the experiment, but were
not able to take off. Based on the data from this experiment, the green bean is not a good
candidate for phytoremediation as they showed the greatest signs of being affected by arsenic.
Research suggested their sensitivity to soil contaminations, but growth problems were evident
prior to the first contact with arsenic. Portions of their leaves were brown, with leaves appearing
wilted. This could have been caused by the high growing temperatures, or over watering. Green
beans grow best in the 65° to 85° range, and were exposed to 100 plus degree days during their
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been the case.
When looking at the breakdown of
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where the arsenic was in the plants, a general
trend is noticeable. The stalk section of the
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0
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plant harbored the highest concentration of

2

3

contamination level

arsenic, and the leaves the least. For the most
part, an increase in contamination level was followed by an increase in arsenic uptake. The stalk
section was the best example of this, with both the leaves and root section values declining from
40 ppm to 67 ppm. It is possible that under cooler, dryer growing conditions the green bean
would perform better. None the less, they outperformed several of the other plants exceeding
2000 ppm arsenic in the root and stalk sections.

Corn

At first glance corn possesses promising traits as a candidate for phytoremediation- fast
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arsenic levels were among the lowest tested.
At low concentrations the roots contained
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425 – 925 ppm range. Although these numbers are not exceptionally high, it is important to note
that this was the plant with the largest biomass. For analysis approximately one gram of plant
tissue was needed. With some of the smaller plants the entire growth was under a gram, whereas
with corn this consisted of only a portion of the growth. In addition, the physical limitations of
the growing area may have posed a constraint on root growth. If corn were to be tested again, a
larger pot would be used with only one plant per pot to eliminate this as a possible hindrance.
This done, a fully grown corn plant containing a similar concentration of arsenic as was
experimentally determined could prove to be a good option.
One thing important to note is that the 17 ppm corn plant was held to a contamination
schedule delayed 2 – 3 weeks. Prior to the first contamination a pet chewed both stalks off a few
inches above the soil. At the time, a lower level was going to be abandoned, but the corn quickly
grew back. The decision was made to go ahead and dose it so that there would be another value
to compare with the other levels. Looking at the data, the plant was able to perform amazingly
well given the circumstances. Having less plant tissue than the other corn plants could account
for the higher concentrations. The corn plant was also rapidly growing back during
contaminations as the other corn plants had pretty much reached their maximum size for the
experiment.
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Sunflower

The sunflower similar to the green bean did not appear to be resistant to arsenic. As can
be seen from the photos of the plants at the different concentration levels, only the 17 ppm plant
was able to produce a flowering head. If the plant wasn’t able to grow well in a setting where the
arsenic contamination was administered in small doses after the plant was established, then
introducing it in a natural contaminated site would most likely not work.
The sunflower was able to accumulate the highest concentrations of arsenic in it’s roots.
Considering how much higher these values were from the rest of the plant, it is possible that
some of this arsenic was adsorbed onto the roots. The sunflower had an extremely fine network
of roots that were difficult to clean as

Sunflower

compared with the radish and carrot which
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arsenic is in the roots, then that means digging up the top soil and sifting through the dirt for the
intricate root structures.
Looking at the stalk and leaf values, there is a general trend that the uptake increases with
the concentration. At the lowest concentration, the sunflower appeared unaffected in its growth
producing a full flowering head. The 40 ppm sunflowers never were able to make it past the first
stages of flower formation, with the plants appearing sickly. As with the corn plants, the
sunflowers could have benefited from larger pots and longer growing times. A full grown
sunflower can reach three meters tall, whereas the plants in this experiment only made it to two
feet. If arsenic levels in the plant remained the same or improved throughout growth, a fullgrown sunflower could potentially uptake a considerable amount of arsenic.

Carrot

With the exception of the highest contamination level, the carrot showed the least signs of
being affected by the arsenic as can be seen. In fact, the carrot pot at 40 ppm appeared bushier
with a significantly higher amount of growth than the pot at 17 ppm. When the plants were
harvested, the tuber sections appeared normal in their development. Carrots are a hearty plant
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with the 40 ppm values lower than the 17
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ppm group. Deviating from this trend, the highest concentration exceeded levels of 3500 ppm
which can been seen by the similar length bars on the graph where all sections of the plant were
tested together due to the low amount of plant tissue available. In the case of the carrot, the stalk
should not have been tested as a separate section as it is an extension of the leaf.
Under the conditions of this experiment, the carrot did not present itself as a good
candidate for phytoremediation. Although unaffected in its’ growth, arsenic levels were not
impressive. There is the possibility that more time would have led to increased concentrations.
Were this the case, the carrot would be promising due to its’ small size allowing for a high
density of plants to be grown. On top of this, the carrot is probably the easiest of the plants
tested to harvest due to it’s tuber.
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Lettuce

Lettuce was one of the smaller plants tested, but concentrated among the highest levels as
a whole. Values went up as contamination levels increased reaching just less than 2000 ppm
arsenic. Due to the plants structure, no stalk was present, so note that only root and leaf
sections were analyzed. A big difference was noticeable in the 17 ppm and the 40 ppm plant.
The 17 ppm plant was growing out of control with slight signs of wilting, while the 40 ppm
plant experienced several stalks dying, with only two small stalks growing well.
At the right level lettuce could be a good candidate for phytoremediation. With a lower
concentration, a high density of plants could be grown. Once established, the plants could have
their leaves harvested as one would with
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Radish

Radishes are known for their heartiness and resistance to soil contaminations. In this
experiment, the radishes appeared among the least affected by the arsenic. This higher tolerance
though did not lead to an increase in arsenic uptake. At contamination levels suitable for growth,
1000 ppm was the highest concentration measured which was among the lower of the plants.
Performance wise, the radish was similar to the carrot. Due to the healthy growth, there
is the possibility that more time could have lead to an increase in arsenic uptake. An added
advantage as with the carrot, harvesting of the roots would be simpler than the other plants with
broad root networks. Size is also similar which would mean a approximately the same density of
plants could be grown on a plot of land. The
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Data
Concentrations of plant tissue by section and contamination level:

Corn

Bean

Sunflower

Radish

Carrot

level
root 17
stalk 17
leaves 17
root 40
stalk 40
leaves 40
root 67
stalk 67
leaves 67
root 17
stalk 17
leaves 17
root 40
stalk 40
leaves 40
root 67
stalk 67
leaves 67
root 17
stalk 17
leaves 17
root 40
stalk 40
leaves 40
root 67
stalk 67
leaves 67
root 17
stalk 17
leaves 17
root 40
stalk 40
leaves 40
plant 67
root 17
stalk 17
leaves 17
root 40

ppm As
926
620
428
972
497
472
719
830
908
1023
1053
381
2274
1658
784
760
2288
651
1954
588
502
3709
521
690
3085
1464
1325
789
362
440
747
982
579
1487
613
550
430
406

standard deviation
58.6
79.6
73.1
123.7
48.8
58.1
130.9
106.4
115.1
115.4
58.3
114.5
443.8
83.4
111.4
32.8
143.4
56.1
202.1
91.8
40.7
330.7
85.4
53.8
281.7
67.0
69.8
81.2
70.9
102.7
58.9
142.4
63.7
157.9
66.1
64.7
40.5
70.4

% error
6.3
12.8
17.1
12.7
9.8
12.3
18.2
12.8
12.7
11.3
5.5
30.1
19.5
5.0
14.2
4.3
6.3
8.6
10.3
15.6
8.1
8.9
16.4
7.8
9.1
4.6
5.3
10.3
19.6
23.3
7.9
14.5
11.0
10.6
10.8
11.8
9.4
17.3
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Lettuce

stalk 40
leaves 40
plant 67
root 17
leaves 17
plant 40
plant 67

425
352
3796
1518
379
1683
1836

52.3
84.2
516.7
71.6
82.7
222.1
151.9
average % error
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12.3
23.9
13.6
4.7
21.8
13.2
8.3
12.2

Conclusions
All plants tested possessed the ability to uptake arsenic from contaminated soil to
varying degrees. Arsenic at a 67 ppm contamination level was toxic to the plants. Therefore
phytoremediation of arsenic at this level and above using the plants tested, is not a viable
solution. At 40 ppm, only the carrot, corn, and radish plants appeared uninterrupted in their
growth. The lowest concentration (17 ppm) appeared to have little to no effect on the growth of
the plants. Although negative effects on plant growth were proportional to the arsenic
concentration, there was a tendency that an increase in contamination level led to an increase in
arsenic uptake, to a point between 40 and 67 ppm. Therefore, the plants tested with the
exception of the green bean would be best suited for phytoremediation at levels up to 40 ppm.
Basing ability to uptake arsenic solely on the pictures of the plants groupings at harvest
was found to be misleading. One would think that a healthy looking plant is resistant to the
arsenic, and therefore a better candidate. This proved not to be the case under the conditions
tested. Those plants that showed the least signs of being affected by the arsenic were also those
that were able to uptake the least amount of arsenic, and vise versa. Looking at the data for each
plant shows that the concentration of arsenic was on average the lowest in the three plants who
appeared healthy at 40 ppm - corn, carrot, and radish. The green bean which fared the worst,
was as a whole one of the top performers based strictly on arsenic uptake. This leads to the
question, are plants who are resistant to contaminants so because they are more selective in what
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they draw from the soil?
When analyzing the data, several items are worth mentioning. FIrst, a trend noticeable is
that the root sections of the plants contain the highest concentrations of arsenic. Being in the
soil, the roots were in contact with the arsenic. Even though attempts to remove all adsorbed
arsenic using EDTA were made, it is possible that this step was not one hundred percent
effective. Secondly, overall plant arsenic concentrations would not be as high as was
experimentally reported. Numbers were given in micrograms of arsenic per gram of plant tissue.
Plants can be up to 95 percent water by mass, which if taken into account would lower the
values.
In a natural setting, the larger plants would have the advantage of being able to work
deeper into the soil with their more extensive root networks. A lettuce plant is going to be able
to reach up to 12 inches down, while a fully grown corn plant will be able to extend much further.
In addition to this, if it turned out that the root section of the plant held the highest
concentrations of arsenic, then using larger plants would be further supported.

Improvements
There were numerous ways in which this experiment could have been improved.
Conclusions were based upon a modified analytical technique, and qualitative observations of the
plants. The interference of the water caused up to 12 percent error in the measurements, and
only one group of plants were grown with nothing to compare to. Aside from this, there are
several other improvements.
Growing time was a limiting factor. The last week of the experiment, the weather was
threatening to freeze, so the plants had to be brought inside. The days were also getting shorter,
and a slight decline in the plants appearance was noticeable which prompted their harvest. Had
there been more time, it would have been interesting to see what effect increased growing times
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had on arsenic uptake. Would the plants continue to remove arsenic, or would they reach a limit?
Several failures on earlier attempts prevented this from being tested.
One step that would normally have been taken in an experiment of this nature would be
to grow a group of plants without arsenic exposure, as a blank. Using a purchased soil intended
for gardens that made no mention of arsenic, I operated under the assumption that the soil
contained no arsenic. No arsenic in the soil meant that there was none for the plants to uptake.
Looking back, it might have made sense to at least plant one or two pots as blanks. Then, had
arsenic shown up in the analysis it would mean that the soil did in fact contain arsenic, or there
was a flaw in the analytical method. An initial soil analysis to determine presence of arsenic in
the garden soil could also have been performed. The only problem with this is that once again,
the instrumentation might show an absorbance which could be attributed to the interference of
water.
Final contamination levels were not what was initially planned. The first trial of this
experiment resulted in failure due to arsenic levels that were too high (125, 250, and 500 ppm).
Therefore, going into this trial there was no data to suggest how the plants would react. It is
possible that the concentrations used would not be toxic in the end if the plants were dosed in
smaller amounts, on a more frequent basis. Either way, more data on how the plants react to the
arsenic would have lead to three data sets from living plants, and a similar dosage schedule for
each concentration level.
Aside from the planting variables and conditions, the area the greatest improvement could
be made is with the atomic absorption instrumentation. A graphite furnace in place of the
oxyacetylene burner would eliminate the interference caused by the water in the sample
measurement. In addition to an increased sensitivity, data collection time would be greatly sped
up eliminating calculations and multiple trials for each sample.
It is important to note that there are several sources for possible error in addition to the
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systematic ones mentioned. Differences in pot weights, sizes of plants, and the amount of
arsenic that was flushed through the pot all led to deviations from intended levels of arsenic. One
way to reduce this would be to run multiple trials of the plants at each contamination level.
Averaged values would make the data more reliable. If a group of plants was not producing
similar results under identical conditions, then procedural error could exist.
In researching plants used for phytoremediation, one will inevitably learn of
hyperaccumulators. As mentioned earlier, these plants are able to accumulate 1 mg/g (0.01%) or
more arsenic by dry weight (Raskin & Ensley, 2000). One of the most common and widely
researched is the brake fern. Research done at the University of Florida found that within two
weeks of being planted a fern can reach concentrations of 15,861 ppm, and at six weeks levels can
be as high as 22,630 ppm (Malibu Water Resources 2001). This would have been interesting to
test, but plant is protected by a patent held by the University of Florida. To purchase the plant
through Edenspace Systems would have meant ordering the minimum of 30 plants costing
$178.50 plus shipping (Edenspace Systems Corporation 2006). Extensive testing had been done
on this plant, so one would be able to compare performance of the plant with plants having less
prior data.
Had I the chance for further research, I would have liked to add a little diversity to field of
plants already being tested. One group in specific I was interested in were native Kansas prairie
plants. Initially big blue stem was going to be tested, but by contamination time the plant had
grown so little that it was not treated. Once again, time proved to be a factor as is the case with
many prairie plants, requiring a considerable amount of time to become established.

Application
Phytoremediation using the plants tested is a low cost, simple means of removing
contaminants from soil. Many people would worry if they found out they had arsenic in their
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backyard. If these levels were low - as was tested in this experiment, then it wouldn’t be worth
calling in a dirt moving crew. Instead one would be able to turn to the plants tested in this
experiment. With a small investment in seeds and a few hours of time, plants could be growing
on the area. At the end of the growing season these plants could be harvested, along with some
of the arsenic. Although the problem isn’t completely solved, a move has been made towards
cleaner soil. As an added benefit, a beautiful yard can be enjoyed!
Looking at the plants tested, no clear winner emerged. Therefore selections should be
made based on lighting conditions, soil type, and personal preference. Since complete removal
isn’t possible the first growing season, one might look to perennial varieties that wouldn’t require
yearly planting.
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